Hall User Guide
Front door and key
When using the hall please ensure that the key safe is shut and number scrambled. This avoids casual
observers getting the access code to the hall.
If the lef half of the front doors has been opened,  hhen closing them,  please ensure that BOTH the top and
bottom locks are secured on the lef door.
Afer locking up,  please replace the key in the key safe and scramble the code

Lighting
The lights for the lobby and exterior of the building are controlled via the 6 hay panel to right of lobby door
just inside the hall. The bottom roh does the lights for the entrance and lobby. The top roh does the car park, 
exit signs and exterior lights on the building.
On leaving all shitches should be turned of. The tho tmers under the main shitch panel,  one for entrance light
and one for car parks,  each give 15 minutes light. The buttons can be depressed before or afer the shitches on
the panel above are turned of. Note that there is a moton sensor for the entrance light so even though all
shitches are of and the tmer has not been depressed,  the lights may remain on if someone has just lef the
hall.
Lights for the main hall are to lef of main door into the hall. The top tho rohs cover the strip lights dohn each
side of the hall. The dohn lighters at the end of the hall are on a shitch on the lef side of the panel.
Lights for the stage are on the stage to the right of the door at the top of the stairs from the lobby. To the lef
of the door,  adjacent to the 4 sockets that are provided for music systems etc,  is a shitch that controls the 4
lights on the pillars dohn the sides of the hall. The 4 sockets are controlled via a noise limiter (required by Test
Valley Borough Council). Should loud music trip the system so poher to the sockets is lost,  it can be reset via
the rocker shitch just above the sockets.
The lights for the toilets are triggered by moton sensors,  but have a tme delays and hill stay on for a short
hhile afer someone leaves the room

Heating
The heatng for the lobby and main hall is free,  and is controlled by the large shitches marked ONOOii - for the
lobby the shitch is just to the lef of the doors from the lobby to the main hall and for the main hall it is to the
right of the doors just inside the hall.. A brief press of the ON button is all that is required,  the display above the
shitch should light up,  and it then takes a couple of minutes before the fan starts blohing harm air. If display
does not light up,  press and hold ON button for 5 secs untl a red light on the shitch fashes briefy.
Heatng for community room requires 50p’s in the meter in the cupboard in the lobby to the right of the gents
toilet. There is a thermostat to set the heatng level in the community room just to the right of the doors. If
the heatng does not come on,  make sure the thermostat is set to about 20degC,  and also that the shitches
under the tho panel heaters on the halls are shitched on – normally these should not be touched but
occasionally hirers shitch them offff

Tables and Chairs
A number of GOPAK folding tables are stored under the central secton of the stage. Chairs are stored on
trolleys in the bar area at the back lef corner of the hall,  hith an additonal 2 stacks in the lobby. In the
community room there are 24 2*2 tables.
Please return all tables and chairs back to hhere you found them afer your hire.

Kitchen
Hot hater for hashing dishes etc is comes from the hot taps at the sinks. The hot hater heater on the hall
above the right sink dispenses boiling hater. It is turned on by pressing the onOof button on the unit. Please
turn it of again at the end of your hire.
The cooker requires 50p’s in the meter in the cupboard in the lobby to the right of the gents toilet.

First Aid Kit
There is a basic first aid kit mounted on the hall in the kitchen

Rubbish
There are tho large hheelie bins for rubbish at the end of the hall by the recreaton ground. The orange lid is
for recycling materials,  the black for general rubbish. If you cannot ft all your rubbish in the bins,  then please
take it ahay hith you otherhise animals open the bags and make a mess. You may be charged for the extra
cleanup this involves.

Alarms
The exit doors on the far side of the hall are alarmed to prevent usage under normal circumstances. In the
event of the fire alarm sounding,  then these doors can be used as fire exits.
Should the fire alarm sound as a result of someone pressing one of the red fire alarm buttons,  or the smoke or
heat sensors being triggered,  the alarm can be silenced at the control panel in the cupboard in the lobby to the
right of the gents toilet. The control panel is on the right hand hall. Enter the code 514 and the press the
‘Silence Alarms’ button. The alarms hill silence,  but the control panel hill contnue to ‘beep’. Immediately
notify one of the hall committee using the numbers on the list on the notce board by the telephone or the
booking secretary so that the alarm system can be reset.

Water
In the unlikely event of a hater leak,  the main hater stopcock for the hall is in the disabled toilet of the lobby.
At the back lef corner of the room,  at foor level is a small access door. Open this using a keyOknife etc. and
turn of the stopcock that is just inside the door. Immediately notify one of the hall committee using the
numbers on the list on the notce board by the telephone or the booking secretary.

Emergency Procedures
In the case of an emergency,  the evacuaton routes and assembly points are posted on the notce board close
to the telephone in the lobby.
There is a defibrillator hith instructons on the outside hall of the hall tohards the recreaton ground

